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Sgt. William Lane (background), spe-
cial operations commander for the 
Steve 







target  shoot for the tear
 gas registra-






















took aim and fired a short 
burst with the 
Smith  and Wesson MK -VI at the 
target silhouette 10 feet away. 
Had the canister of tear 
gas  clutched tightly 
in Halbert's right hand been 
real, and the sil-
houette been transformed into 
a mugger or rap-
ist, the attacker would 
probably
 have fallen to 
the ground in pain, temporarily blinded. 
Halbert
 was one of five women and four
 men 
who attended 
the  two-hour tear gas training 
course Tuesday evening in the
 range classroom 
of 
MacQuarrie  Hall. 
The fee for
 the course was $25, and included 
the tear gas permit, course 
materials and a can-


















its  regularly scheduled 
issue yesterday and 
may cancel
 all of next semester's






 small staff publishing
 the 
newspaper  this semester
 as the reason for 
cancelling the 
November issue. 
He said that 
In
 
addition to the 




only  two or 
three
 reporters 
were  on the 
staff to assist,












































































































































the legality and attitude of using 




 of an arsenal of 
things  citizens 
can use to protect
 themselves with,"
 Lane said. 




weapon.  The single 
best weapon you
 
have is an 
attitude  of alertness 
and  common 
sense."
 
Lane  said safety measures include knowl-
edge of what areas of the city 
to avoid venturing 





may  not be any safer 
at
 all carrying a 
tear gas device,
 but it could help 
when all else 
fails." 
way key 
chain  attached. 
The course was 




 and led by 
Sgt.
 William Lane, 
Special  Operations 







the  written test at 
the 
end of the class 
and  demonstrated 
their  ability to 
hit  a target three 




a permit. The 




 and possess a 
canister of tear
 gas, to 
be used 
in self-defense 




who has been a 
law enforcement
 offi-






several  aspects 
of tear gas 




 first -aid, care, 
storage,  use and 
effec-
tiveness. 
Throughout  the 
lecture,












Daily  staff 
writer  
About 2,500
 students will 
take
 an essay 





 from some of the
 teachers who give 
it and grade 
it. 




will be given 
30 minutes to 
brainstorm about
 a subject and 
45 minutes 
to 









Subjects  for the 
essays are 

















 must count for 
at least 10 per. 
cent of the
 students 100W 
course  grade, 
which they 











continues  on Dec. 
12 when 
the 80 





 grade the 
papers.
 The graders 
form seven
 to eight groups








When  the grading 
begins,  the teachers
 
are given








 on a 
scale  from 
one to six 
with






papers  are 
then passed












































 page 7 
said. 
She 




about  the 
grading  from 
the 
students.  Last 
year  only four 
students ques-
tioned their 
grades  and 
Rico

































 ought to be 
handled  in 
the  
freshman






waste  of my 
time,  an in-
sult
 to the 
instructors
 and 


















































they  learn 
about 
what  they 
have
 to do to 
teach  writing 
effectively.
 
Murray  Suid, 
who  teaches 
100W





ple are able 
to take almost





 wonderful out of it. But, I 
don't believe that





His  major 
objection
 to the testing 
pro-
cess
 is the time 
limitation.  
"I believe that 
real  writing is done in a 
thoughtful  manner, not 
under pressure," 
he said. "( 
The test) is supposed lobe
 proof 
that you can write 

























































































































the  12 -unit un-
dergraduate 










which to make up 
the unit deficit. 
"For






six  units ins 
semester they 
would have to com-
plete 18 
in





The nest/ regulations have 
also  
changed the limitations on financial 
aid time. Instead of a semester total 
before the cut-off point, now there 
is a 
unit total. 
This  means that under-
graduates can receive financial aid 
either until
 they complete a bache-
lor's degree or up to a maximum
 of 20 
units over what 




uates could go 12 units over their 
masters 
degree  major. 
Many
 recipients may not know 
that new academic progress 
guidelines are in effect for this fall, 
he said. 
Last spring the federal govern-
ment issued a nationwide mandate 
that forces schools and universities 
involved with financial aid activities 
to more closely monitor aid recipi-
ents' progress towards a degree. 
The result of this federal direc-
tive is that financial aid recipients'
 
academic progress will be evaluated 
in a slightly different way than the 
policy SJSU has used in the past. 
The major new point in the policy 
has to do with maintaining required 

















units  per 
semester.  
This 






















financial  aid office
 previ-
ously utilized
 a "three strike
 rule" 
for those who
 did not maintain 
unit 
requirements.
 A financial aid 
recipi-
ent could 
drop below the 
minimum  
twice 
and  warning letters
 would be 
sent 
to them. If it 
happened  a third
 
time 
they would be 
cut from the 
fi-
nancial aid rolls. 
Also,  undergraduates 
could be el-
igible for 
financial aid for 
a total of 10 
semesters  and graduate


















receive  an 


















fails  to meet thic 
requirement 
may  be 
denied 
future  financial
 aid or may
 be 
placed













recipients  who 
complete
 less than one-half of the 
re-
quired units in 





until  all unit deficiencies
 are 
cleared by either grade changes
 or 
by 
the successful completion of new 
units earned without 
financial  aid. A 
student who is short of units
 will have 
two 
semesters in which 
to make up 
the unit deficit. 
Bradbury
 said the orders are 
harsher
 than the university's pre-
vious plan. He said they reflect a 
growing feeling by the federal gov-
ernment that many students are 
abusing the financial assistance of-
fered them. 
Bradbury cited one example of a 
study conducted  by the U.S. Depart -
continued














Daily staff writer 
For 19,000 state faculty members, today 
represents the last hope for receiving a long-
awaited
 pay increase. 
For 
the  next three days, the representa-
tives 
from the California State University
 
Chancellor's Office and the 
California
 Fac-
ulty Association will be meeting with a 
third 
neutral party in attempts 
to
 determine, once 
and for all, what sort
 of pay increase the fac-
ulty will receive. 
The  decision reached by the
 fact finder 
will only be advisory, however, 
with  the final 
decision resting with 
CSU Chancellor Ann 
Reynolds.  
Issues to be discussed during the formal 
fact-finding session include an across-the-
board pay increase, merit pay and binding 
arbitration for faculty grievances. 
The CFA began negotiating for a new 
contract
 in April and
 
although
 most of 
the 
contract had been 
agreed  upon, the conflict 
has centered 
around the group's differences 
in the pay increase issue. 
Originally, the CFA had requested a 10 
percent across-the-board salary increase, 
retroactive to July 1, with an additional 1 per-









to July with  
the 
additional  1 
percent to 
be




October,  the CFA lowered its request
 
to 9.65
 across-the-board with the 
additional  1 
percent  still intact. 
On Oct. 31, the
 CSU countered with a 
final  
offer of a 9 
percent across-the-board
 in-
crease, with no 
increase  in January. 
The CFA offered 
to
 accept the CSU's pro-
posal of 9 percent on Nov. 5, while 
taking the 
issue of the 1 percent increase in 
January  to 
continued on page 
5 
The Effect of a 










Salary  Range 
















27,651  33,315 
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see  it 





 on the 
test is 

























There  is 
























paper  and 
point 
out errors. 
Yet it defeats the purpose of spending an 
entire semester learning under one 
professor  
only to go to another one, who doesn't know 
your writing history, for comments on your 
exams. 
And the main problem with the exam pro-
cess still exists. The 100W teachers all get to-
gether on December 12 to grade the papers. 
They 
are given approximately two to three 
minutes to read each exam. How 
accurate  can 
a grade be which has only taken three minutes 
to assign? 
Also, there is no guarantee that a teacher 
in 
a specific school will be grading a paper 
from a student in the same school. An  English 
professor may grade an Engineering stu-
dent's paper and vise versa. The two 
schools 
call for completely
 different writing styles. 
Why not handle the grading process like 
every final exam, by having the 100W instruc-
tors test and grade the 
papers  of their own stu-
dents? That would 
take  some of the pressure 
off students,
 because they would be testing 
under someone
 who knows what writing
 im-
provements they 
have made throughout the 
semester. 
More importantly, it would
 allow care to 
be taken with the student's work, 
instead
 of 
the assembly line 












 page. The 
Daily  encour 
ages readers" comments on any 
topic.  The viewpoints 
expressed in opinion articles 
and  cartoons are those Of 
the author. 
Editorials  appearing On this page are the 










 printed on the 








 on the cover was of a 
bullet -shaped 
temple. At the apex of the 
temple,  a golden football 
i emitted a 














 official 1984 
Monday night 
schedule: 
































































































converts to stock their 
pews
 and punch their ballots. 
Was this the latest example from a long, lucrative 
and lunatic line of religious fanatics? Had the Golden 
State 
spawned  yet another cult? 
Inside the cover was written: 
SIGN ME UP IN THE 





 a 5984 
CMNFB MEMBERSHIP
 package, 
only $7 ( includes 









 a 4-color CHURCH 
OF MONDAY NIGHT 
FOOT-
BALL T-SHIRT, only $14. 
Without
 too much trouble, I was able to speak 
on the 
telephone with  the 
man  responsible for the founding of 
the  
CMNFB  
that messiah of the 
Monday  night gridiron  
Richard 
Slade. 
Slade, 35, is 
a marketing consultant and 
president  of 
Creative Marketing,
 based in Santa Barbara. 
"I founded the CMNFB in 1979," Slade
 said. "It came 
to 
me and my three wise guys in a vision 
 television. 
"It became popular
 about a year later. Now our con-
gregation consists of around 
2,000  card-carrying mem-
bers."  
Slade  said that in order to remain 
in
 good standing 
with 
the church, it is necessary for 
proselytes
 to obey the 
six 
commandments printed on the sacred scroll. 
1. Thou shalt
 keep Monday 
night  holy. 
Slade said it could be considered a 
mortal  sin to break 
this commandment. Converts are warned, under threat
 of 
ex -communication, to resist the 
temptation  to watch the 
news or a Laverne and Shirley re -run during 
the Monday 
night mass. 
2. Thou shalt honor the holy point spread. 










sidered divine decrees. 
3. Thou shalt not covet thy 
neighbor's  beer. 
This could
 be a minor temptation during a big play for 
the more 
impoverished
 members of the congregation. 
4. Thou shalt not commit adultry during 
halftime  with 









 shalt stay tuned until 








Thou  shalt forgive those who have bet 
against
 their 
hometown team  for they know not what they do.
 
This one might seem
 a little harsh for those
 diciples in 
Atlanta, 
Minnesota,  Philadelphia,
 Kansas City and Hous-
ton  but who
 said religion was easy? 
Slade said the
 "commandment




main  mission in life 
is to prepare for the
 day 
when the 
Super  Bowl is played 
on




 Mr. Rozelle hasn't
 been persuaded to our 
way of thinking yet." 
To achieve this 
end, Slade is circulating 
a petition for 
members  and 
non-members  to 
sign. 
"We're also
 looking for 
parishes
 around the 
country  
 places 
where we can 
worship," Slade
 said. 
Every  Monday 
night,
 true believers
 congregate in 
designated bars
 and taverns across the
 nation to worship. 
Slade said 
members of the 
CMNFB are 
entitled  to one 
free 
beer  and free hot dogs
 during the game. 
"We  have a lot 
of
 fun with it," said 
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 his vice. 
Battlefield,  he corrects
  there are 
no 
playgrounds
 in the city. The 
concrete  football field 
serves as a medium for a 
million  dreams. Johnny 
mingles with the rest of the 
dreamers. They huddle 
and conspire, then 
taunt  and try to prove it. Life's 
been a burden for Johnny. All that is attempted in 
his life usually ends in failure. The system, he will 
tell you, doesn't work well for his type. But 
he's  full 
of desire  an inbred ability to succeed 
in
 the face of 
vast diversity. He has a lot of 
dreams  each one to 








wants to go to the California mountains. Later he 
walks the streets 
back
 to his "box" for food. He 
stops
 at all the street -side stoops and shakes a few 
hands. His friends have 
dreams  too. Very big 
dreams  full of money and cars and 
personal 
success. No 
California  mountains though. Johnny 
says. He laughs steadily and points
 to the city 
"sights."
 Poverty in technicolor, pessimism in the 




London. Ann is middle-class by English 
standards. She's sharp in school and her wit is quick 
and dry. She sits in a stately manor, asks more 
questions than she answers, but is full of dreams. 
Ponies and white picket fences are things
 she 




fine. She also wants a plane ticket to the U.S. 
London, she says, is too dark and damp. Sunlight 
and Eastern snow before Christmas is all she really , 
wants. At night she sways to the sounds in the local 
pubs. See the show before it gets big, she 
says.  
Always see them early, well before they 
sell  out for 
success. The only thing 
she'd  sell out to is her 
dreams. She wants
 to visit Japan before she turns 
20. She moves to 





Shanghai.  Li sees the light
 emanating from 
I 
Eastern




 malls for him. Books,
 he says, are his only 
dreams. He wants to 
read  as many as possible, 
write  
as many as 
possible,  and all else in 
life  will be 
pleasant.
 He reads the books








rules, he realizes. But rules
 have no soul, I 
no 
eyes,  no heart and no mind.
 Rules will never 
want
 
to seek logic. But there
 are dreams that need
 to be 
fulfilled. Wait, is 
what  he loves to say. 
Wait  long 
enough, and even
 his books will be 
available.  Many 
in the Eastern 




 rubs the hair on her
 brother's 
head. He's small
 and curious and 
always
 in the way. 
She pulls him back




 come from her 
mouth. She 
smiles and says she 
wants a family of 
her own. A 
husband who 
makes  a decent wage
 and 
happiness  in the home 
would  be nice too. Her 
dreams, she says, 
are  built en a solid familial 
 
foundation. 
Modest dreams are what 
she calls them. 
Modest,
 but good enough for her. One
 of these days 
there
 will be many like her brother,
 she says. There 
will be very many and 
they will all be hers. 
Kiev. Ivan 
wants it all. The motherland,
 he says, 
is one 
place  he loves dearly. But
 he wants to see the 
rainbow  fields of 
America.  He wants a 
lot  of things 
now. He sits 
in a cold, dank 
room
 with bright 
eyes
 
and  expressive 
hands.  He wants to 
see  Germany. All 
. 
of Germany,
 he says. He 
wants  to run and swim 
and 
sing 
some songs on the
 beaches of 
Australia.  Love, 
he likes to 
say,
 runs within all 
of us. He can 
understand  the political situation 
in his and other 
countries,  but he wants to transcend
 them. He wants 
a 
hamburger.  Hamburgers and blue
 jeans, he says ! 
repeatedly,
 and laughs all the while. He starts
 to ' 
sing. 
Maybe  one day all of these dreams will come 
true. Maybe the 
leaders of all the nations will 
understand the awesome 
responsibility  of letting 
their
 citizens marvel over




 produce those 
dreams.
 Maybe they 
will stop 
the greed,




blood drive and 
the body count 
Maybe they 
will  stop 
the
 desire for power,
 for new 
frontiers
 and for world
 
dominance and the hell it 

































































 13 to 




rulings.  In 
























the  management, 
Panciera
 was fired




position  was 
being 
phased  out in order
 to employ part-
time students 





















O'Connell  is a clerical
 assistant for 
SJSU's 
plant  operations and 
a union 
representative










 O'Connell said, 
referring to the
 lunch after the 
pro-
ceedings 












hired to  replace 
Panciera 
was  not an SJSU student. 
"We thought he was a student,"
 
said Ed Zant, Spartan Shops general 
manager. "When we found out
 he 




Panciera, who worked 
the vend-
ing position in front 
of Wahlquist Li-
brary 
last semester, has spent the 
last 
four
 months living in his VW 
bus 
 while he tried to get 
his  job back 
through the 
grievance  procedures. 
The Spartan Shops grievance
 




must  discuss his grievance 
with his immediate 
supervisor.  Sec-
ond, a written grievance 
must be pre-
sented to the department manager. 
Third, the 
general manager hears the 
grievance and, finally, it is heard by 
the personnel committee of the board 
of directors. 
Panciera 
called  for student sup-
port
 during his four -month
 attempt to 
win back his vending job. On two 
sep-
arate occasionS, the ex -vendor
 held 
-informational pickets in front of 
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wanted  him 
reinstated  
with  back 
pay. 
Panciera said the 
personnel com-
mittee  paid little 
attention  to the peti-









































































































The  Associated 
Student  Judi-
ciary 
conducted  an 
investigative  
hearing 





Events Center opponent 
Larry Doug-
herty, but 
no decisions were made. 
The judiciary 
examined Doug-
herty's complaints alleging that A.S. 
election  code guidelines were vio-
lated by pro-REC advocates.
 The 
meeting, however, was cut short 
be-
cause the judiciary's faculty advis-
ers, William 
Borges and John Wetter -
green, had to leave
 to conduct 
classes.  
According to Greg Mack, chief 
justice of the judiciary, the meeting 
would be reconvened at a later date. 
Mack said a 
date
 would be scheduled 
once 
several
 A.S.-related personnel, 
whose  testimony is relevant to Doug-
herty's charges, were subpoenaed. 
Mack 
declined  to name the individu-




 Dougherty that if 
any witnesses could be produced 
dur-
ing the meeting, they could be 
que-












campaign violations affected the out-
come of the
 Nov. 14 and 15 special 
election concerning the Rec Center, 
"I don't believe 
they had an im-
pact
 on the election as a whole," Pi-
losi said, "but you must remember 
that the election was awfully 
close." 
The Rec Center advisory 
referendum 
received favorable 
approval with a 
narrow margin of 
111  votes over the 
opposing side. 
One of Dougherty's 
complaints  
contends that active campaigning 
by 
Student Union 
employees  such as 
Ron 
Barrett  and Ted Gehrke are in 
violation of the 
election code. Doug-
herty 
said campaigning is limited to 
students
 and not to paid Student 
Union
 employees. Barrett 
and 
Gehrke are members of 
the  S.U. 
Board of Directors. 
Dougherty
 asked for Pilosi's 
opinion on the violation. 
"Act 9 (election code) says cam-
paigning
 will be done by 
students,"  
Pilosi said. "I don't think non -stu-




 the Rec Cen-
ter would benefit the
 university; as a 
whole, the campaign is 
primarily
 a 
student concern. As a result, cam-




get  into all sorts of ques-
tions by having paid SUBOD 
employ-




ion on several other matters. 
After
 producing a copy of an ad-
vertisement in 
the Nov. 14 issue of the 
Spartan Daily in which SJSU
 alum-
nus
 Peter Ueberroth, 
commissioner  
of baseball, urged 
a "yes" vote on the 
Rec Center, Dougherty 






"I think it is 
campaign 
material,"  Pilosi said, 
"but
 it wasn't 







 materials must be 















exceed the $1,000 spend-
ing limit. 
Dougherty
 also queried Pilosi
 
about a 
legislative  directive the 
A.S. 
board  passed 
earlier in the 
semester. 







Rec Center will be 
considered  informational material 
and 
not contrary to the 
election  code 
unless a 



















material  if 
the di-
rective  did not
 exist. 
At the hearing, Pilosi said he 
didn't have an 
opinion  on the matter. 
However, Pilosi 






















adhere  to it,
 he said. 
According to 
Mack,  the purpose 
of the investigative
 hearing was to 
determine whether 
the alleged viola-
tions can be 
substantiated








 the A.S. 
Election 



































 in 13 
hours, 
35 





 leaves the 
others  
far 
behind,  too. 








 that keep 
on



















The more you hear the better we 
sound 
font,,






















































 Eliette Palu and 




in the underwater weighing 
tank. The tank is 
used
 to measure fat content 
in the body which can be 
used to 
diagnose nutritionally
 related diseases. 
Student  Dan Fenton, 
right,  measures his 
maximum  lung oxygen 
content with the 
Andexpirator.
 Lung capacity can 
be used in determining 
body fat content. 




 SLUGGISH AND 
overweight? Perhaps what you 
need
 is the proper exercise 
prescription.  
An exercise prescription tells a person 
what kind of exercise program is best for 







teaches  several classes 
designed to improve physical fitness and 
how to test for physical fitness. One of her 
classes, Individual Fitness Program, tests 
class members to find their maximum 
oxygen consumption and cardiovascular 
response. For its tests, the class uses a 
treadmill, 
a bicycle, and an water tank 
which measures body fat. 
"They develop their own 
fitness  
program according to the testing 
procedures  they had in class," she said. 
Another of Cavanaugh's classes, 
Stress Testing 155, teaches human 
performance majors how to test a person 
and find their cardiovascular response to 
exercise and their oxygen capacity. 
Cavanaugh deals with physical stress 
rather than its better-known counterpart
 
 mental stress. 
"A stress test is called that," 
Cavanaugh
 said, "because anything the 
body does, other than when it's at rest is 
stress. 
"By measuring that we put electrodes 
along their chest area," Cavanaugh said, 
"and then we're able to measure the 
electrical response of the heart
 at rest, 
during the exercise and after the exercise 
during the recovery 
phase. Each person 
has an individual target heart rate they 
would work toward." 
"With this information, we can give 
an exercise prescription to the person 
from the information of the stress 
test. . .and tell them what kind of exercise 
program to 
participate  in." 
F SOMEONE
 WANTS to increase 
their cardiovascular
 efficiency, 
Cavanaugh said she could 
prescribe 
the 
participant  work on one or more 
programs, including walking, 
running,
 
swimming and bicycling 
programs,
 three 
days a week from between 20 
and 60 
minutes. 
Cavanaugh is also involved in the 
campus 
Employee  Fitness Program 
which aids SJSU
 employees in improving 
their fitness. The Program costs $65 and 
includes a fitness evaluation, development 
of a program to the employees needs and 
one semester of 
exercise  classes. 
"We give ( the 
employees)  an exercise 
program  of their liking," Cavanaugh said. 































































during  SJSU 















continued from page 1 
fact
 finding. 
We believed that by accepting 
their offer of 9 percent and taking the 
rest of the issues to fact finding, we 
could speed things up," CFA
 Presi-
dent Bill Crist said. 
On Nov. 7, the CSU, 
through  ac-
tion by trustee 








 contract is inseparable.
 
The  9 percent we've offered is predi-
cated 
by
 their agreement on 
the 
merit pay issue." 
"This is a package
 deal. They 
want to 
take
 their money and leave 
the other 
issues  for fact-finding  we 
will not negotiate this way." 
Throughout
 the long 
negotiation  
process, the CFA 





 the issue of merit 
pay  for 
outstanding
 teachers. The CFA is 
against the Exceptionally Merito-
rious 
Service
 Awards, which distrib-
utes funds on a one-time basis, as an 
award, and does not add to the base 
pay of  
instructors.  
The CFA 
maintains  that 
merit 
pay







get  out of giving regular 
pay  
increases." 




Nancy  Owens, CFA 
president at 
























who  has a 




 say that 
one is 











































































































in their budget, yet they want 
to take it out 
of
 the funds allocated for 
our 
across-the-board
 increase," said 
Bill Tidwell, CFA state vice presi-
dent. 
In an unsigned letter recently 
sent to Brophy, a group of professors 
at California Polytechnic State Uni-
versity at San Luis Obispo outlined 
their complaints against the merit 
pay program. 
In part, the letter stated: "Any 
EMSA system 
which  would not he 
classroom -oriented would he coun-
ter -productive to the 
good of Cal Poly 





 would be 
proportionately
 
more pressed to 
do
 the non -class-
room work to acheive it." 
Brophy could not be 
reached
 for 




CFA  and the CSU are re-
maining
 quiet on the





We have created 
several ne% 
morning positions in our 
store 
The hrs. are 7am 
to
 I lam, M -F 
and include our 
benefits of 
paid holidays, vacation & 
discount.








































































































mal grievance proceedure saying 
that they hesitate 
in saying anything 
while fact-finding
 is in process. 
The CSU will 
attempt to show the 
fact finder that the
 present practice 
of faculty hearings 
in
 front of one's 
peers should be 
abolished  and re-
placed 
with hearings in front
 of man-
agement
 only, with CSU 
presidents 
having the




the  CFA has spoken 
out 
against  this proposal,
 saying that 
this 






privilege of due process and
 
trial  by one's peers." 
Following the three-day
 hearing. 
where each side 
will
















 to see a 




































movinap  in 
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and in the
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from page 1 
ment of Education that brought to light financial aid re-
cipients who had













"The government justs wants to insure that we 
get  
students in, and
 that we get them out," Bradbury said. 
Because orders to change the university's existing 
policy came late in the spring, they were not implemented 
until this fall. 
Bradbury said that before finalizing the new aca-
demic progress 
policy, he met with representatives from 
other California State






have seen financial aid 
counselors  this 
semester
 may




been issued to 
students,  Bradbury 
said. 
Tracking
 students' academic 
progress
 will be done 
manually by the financial
 aid staff. Bradbury said that in 
the past it has







scan financial aid records 






 software that could 
trace  
students,
 but does not 
know
 when it may 
arrive. 
"We have the
 policy, but basically












 from page 
i 
per semester. The




revenues  amassed this 
past semester. 
AS. Controller Sharon Olivier 
said the Independent was 
allocated
 
funds for the 
production
 of nine is-
sues. 
Tim Kincaid, A.S. Director of 
Business Affairs, said he is expecting 
to meet with Gibino to 
discuss poten-
tial violations of A.S. funding due to 
the limited number of editions pub-
lished. 
Kincaid also said that if the Inde-
pendent didn't publish next semester 
the $5,000 allocated to them for the se-
mester would revert back to the 
A.S.'s General Fund. 
According to the 
Independent's 
printer Fricke -Parks 
Press in Fre-
mont, past publishers of 
the  tabloid 
have amassed a 
debt of $6,948 since 
December
 1978. 
Gibino said he will meet with 
Kincaid and Jean Lenart, Associated 
Students Business Office administra-
tor, early next week to  determine the 
fate of the surplus. 















































missile  launch. 
Every-
thing















 riding high. 
doesn't owe 
any funds to the A.S. 
Business Office and that she will dis-
cuss
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Hood Parka  









































- In the 
nuclear
 Navy, you 
learn 
quickly.  Over















rewarded  fast., 
too. 
With





 build to as 
much as $44,000












 in the 
Page 6 
Thursday,  November 
29,






































































said  the 
propo-
sal 































 go a 
long 


























 early next year. 
The proposal was unveiled at a 
news conference by Treasury Secre-
tary Donald T. 
Regan.  
This will go a long way to assure 
any 
American that the other person 
is being taxed on the same basis as he 
or she 
is,"
 he said. 
The plan would 






standard deductions; slash the 
maxi-
mum individual tax rate
 (now 50 per-
cent)
 
to 35 percent ; limit to $5,000 the 
writeoff for interest other than a 
home mortgage, and wipe out the de-
duction now permitted for state and 




tion of up for $3,000 for two
-earner 
couples 
would be killed, as 
would the 
deduction 
for state and local taxes. 
Unemployment 
compensation  would 
become 




 that exceed 
2 per-
cent of adjusted 






premiums exceeding 8175 
a 
month  for a family plan ($70 
for sin-
gles)
 would be taxed. 
Other  worker 
fringe 
benefits,







would be taxed as wages. 
On the other hand, the
 maximum 





Account,  now $2.-
000 for a 
worker  and 
$250




 raised to 
$2,500
 each. A 
two -earner
 couple 
could put aside 











 single people 
and 15 for 
couples,  with rates 
ranging  
from 11 percent
 to 50 percent,
 the new 
plan
 would have 







the first $2,800 of  
tax-
able
 income  
which  is after 
deduc-
tions and 
exemptions  are 
subtracted  





and up to $19,3130













 filing a joint
 return, 
the first
 $3,800 of 





 would be 
tax-
free. Between
 $3,800 and 
$31,800.  a 15 
percent 








25 percent, and 
everything 
over








 percent of 
taxpayers 
would  pay 
less 
or their taxes 





which  would 
represent  the 
greatest  change
 in the 
income









































 over his 
Proposition 24. 
























being  able to 
rule on 






 of this 
mat-
ter," 









 leaders have asked 
for a quick 




 the Legislature 
begins 
Monday
 and they want 
an
 indication 
of what rules they should use. 
Proposition 24,
 approved by vot-
ers in June, cut the state 
Legis-
lature's 
budget  by 30 percent and 
changed its operating 
rules  to give 
more power to the minority party 
Of the remaining 22 percent, the 
statement said, "more 
than
 half will 
experience a tax increase of less than 
1 percent of income." 
The Treasury Department said 
the plan would cut 
individual
 tax lia-
bilities by an average 
of 8.5 percent 
and pay for that 
reduction
 by raising 
the amount of 
taxes collected from 
corporations
 and reducing the tax -
avoidance opportunities of upper -in-
come people. 
It would result in little shifting of 
the
 tax burden from one income level 
of individuals to 
another,  Regan said. 
According to the Treasury, those 
with incomes between $20,000 and 
$30,000, for 
example,  pay 10.3 percent 
of taxes under 
present  law and would 
pay 10.2 percent under 
the proposal. 
Those between $50,000 and $100,000 
now pay 32.8 percent; they would pay 
33.1  percent. 
"At first glance, the 
Treasury 
study certainly proposes a 
simpler 
and fairer tax system
 with lower 
rates for taxpayers, and 
personal
 
exemptions increased to $2,000. It is 
also is something I insisted upon  a 
tax simplification and 
not a tax in-
crease in disguise," Regan said. 
"All of us will need time to study 
the entire document," he said. "We 
are willing to listen to the comments 
and suggestions of all
 Americans. 
and especially 
those from the Con-
gress, its 
leaders
 and members of the 
tax -writing committees." 
Rep. 
Dan Rostenkowski, D -III., 
chairman of 
the House Ways and 
Means Committee, which must origi-
nate any tax legislation,
 called the 
plan "as sweeping in its range as it is 
controversial in its impact" 
and said 
it has no 
chance
 without enormous 
support
 from the president. He 
added 
that Congress should be more con-
cerned at the moment with the
 record 
federal deficit than with tax reform. 
"Tax reform is a noble cause." 
he said in a statement. "Deficit re-
duction is a demand. At some point 
soon, the
 administration must con-
front the reality of $200 billion defi-
cits." 
`. 
















House  Ways 






 J. Dole, R -Kan., 
chairman of the 
Finance
 Committee, 
hailed the Treasury effort as a good 
start toward tax reform 
and pre-
dicted it "will offend a lot
 of special 
interests and will attract opposition." 




 the federal deficit is the 
most  urgent priority. 
Regan's proposal would repeal
 
the existing tax break on capital 
gains,  which 
exempts
 from taxes 
60 
percent  of the 
profit  on the sale
 of 
stock and 
other  property owned 
more  
than six months. 
On the business
 side, Regan pro-
posed to slash









avoid tax on 
half the dividends 
they
 
pay to shareholders. 
The plan would 
repeal  the invest-
ment 
tax credit, which 
permits the 
government to pay 10 
percent
 of the 
cost of 
business  machinery 
and  to di-
lute 




 agreed on in 
1981
 to boost capital 
formation,  or 
































































(AP)  The 
Treasury Department claims its 
plan
 
for revamping the federal
 tax system 
will
 do 
much  to close 
the $90.5 
billion  
a year lost to cheaters, 
but  the 
agency flatly rejects temporary am-
nesty as 
an
 incentive for delinquent 
taxpayers to settle their accounts. 
"Amnesties can only 
reinforce
 
the growing impression that the tax 
system is unfair and encourages tax-
payer non-compliance," the Trea-
sury said this week in a 
voluminous  
report to President Reagan on ideas 
for overhauling
 the income tax. 
Several states' recent success 
with amnesty has prompted mem-
bers 
of Congress to suggest a similar 
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 who had failed 
to file 
a return or 
had  cheated on 
their 
taxes  would be 
given  a brief 
time to pay





 on past -due 





 say, the 
government
 would
 get a 
substantial  
amount of revenue that 
otherwise
 
might be lost. 
The Treasury






















make  a 
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JAN.2 TO JAN.18 
'EARN
 3 TO 
6 UNITS
 IN 13 DAYS ($5 PER UNIT) 









































































































cutting  board to 
perfection, in-
dustrial






Steve Capovilla  Daily 
staff photographer
 
put the finishing touches on a 
Christmas  
gift. The
 SJSU junior sharpens his craft in-
side the 



































































 on his face 





























use  is 
about
 10 feet.





into  the 
at-
tacker's face 






people.  Spray 
them in the 




 miss  
it 
makes them mad. 
"And 
don't spray 



















































Lane cautioned his students that 
tear gas may not be effective against 
people who are drunk, hysterical, in-
sane, or under the influence of cer-














during  the 
civil dem-
onstrations
 of the 
'60s, is not 
really a 
gas at 
all,  Lane 





born  on a 
pro-
pellant 































area  with 
cool 



















































































































































































By Paul Kozakiewici 
Daily 
staff  writer 
The California Public Interest 
Research Group 
has concluded its 
eight day 
petition drive with more 
than 5,000 student signatures  
enough to demonstrate strong stu-
dent support for 
an SJSU chapter 
with stable funding, said CalPIRG 
coordinator Jeff 
Hindman.  
The purpose of the petition is to 
demonstrate to SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton and the California State 
University Board of Trustees that 
more than 20 percent of the student 
body supports
 the orgsnization. Hind-
man said he hopes that 
CalPIRG  will 
meet with CSU administrators
 and 
work out problems associated
 with 
the proposed $3 fee, which
 would be 
charged to  SJSU students to fund Cal
-
PIRG. 
In spring 1983, 
students voted to 





SACRAMENTO(  Gov. 
George 
Deukmejian's  aides said 
Tuesday 
that in an unprecedented 
flood
 of applications, more than 320 
people are seeking the six top jobs to 
run the
 state lottery. 
Bob Taylor, Deukmejian's dep-
uty press secretary, said the gover-
nor 
has received applications from 
about
 20 candidates for director and
 
more than 
300  people who want to be 
one of the five commissioners. 
Taylor said "it's a 
matter
 of slog-
ging through" the 
applications in an 
attempt to make 
appointments by the 
Dec. 6 deadline in 
the  lottery initia-
tive, approved by 
the voters last 
month. 
"We're dealing with it inten-
sively," he 
said,  but added that "it's 
going to be very difficult to meet the 
deadline." 
Deukmejian, who indicated last 
week he may be unable to make ap-
pointments by next Thursday, is 
scheduled to spend "blocks of time 
this 
week and into next week" on the 
screening process, Taylor said. 
Interviews are expected to 
begin  
this week, he said. The governor will 
personally conduct the final sessions. 
Deukmejian's staff does not re-
veal names of applicants, but 
gam-
bling  industry insiders say at least 
six 
directors of lotteries in other 
states are interested in becoming lot-
tery chief in California. 









a CalPIRG proposal in 
1981. 
Daniel Buerger, the executive as-
sistant to the President, said there 
are several barriers to overcome be-
fore the fee increase can be imposed 
by SJSU. 
According to a memorandum 
from the CSU Office of General 
Coun-
sel, the trustees lack the statutory
 au-
thority to implement the proposed
 fee 
increase and would 
require  statutory 
revision in the 




























































































































 right to 
re-
fuse  paying
 the 13 fee
 before 
they  pay 
their 
University  












had  not 









































CalPIRG will decide over the 
next several weeks what course of ac-
tion it will pursue 
next  semester to-












You've found that someone special, and it's time to 
select the 
ideal engagement
 ring, a 
gift that 
will be a symbol of 
your 
love forever. 
Choosing the gem and mounting takes time and care. 
At Morton jewelers, we know how important this decision is 
and offer






 you select the 
consummate ring. Our expert gemologists will help you choose 
the ideal gem and mounting for your engagement set, giving 
you
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By Mary Green 
Daily staff Writer 
The 
intellectual's
 forte, College 
Bowl, begins on campus today and 
nine teams will vie 
for a spot on the 
SJSU varsity team that will enter in-
tercollegiate competition in Feb-
ruary. 
The teams include "Fred Krum-
bein Must Die," "The Heartless
 Ba-
boons," "The College Republicans" 
and "Harbingers of Armageddon." 
Additionally, the Student Union Pro-
gram Board,
 "The Sweyn Forkbeard 
Marauders,"
 Phi Delta Theta and 
two Tau Delta
 Phi teams will partici-
pate in the on
-campus tournament. 
Tournament play will run from 
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today
 and 10 a.m. 
to 1 




Teams enter "Double Elimina-
tion" today. 
A team will be elimi-
nated after it has lost two rounds of 
play. During the match Judy Her-
mann, S.U. public affairs 
director, 
will switch off the moderator's duties 
with Ted
 Gehrke, 
S.0  program 
board 
adviser. 
The  SJSU College Bowl team will 
be announced at 
noon tomorrow, Her-
mann said. 
Although nine teams have signed 
up to play, interest in competing has 
been much greater in the past, Her-
mann  said. 
"In previous years I have had to 
limit the number of eligible  team 
spots to 16," Hermann
 said. "But this 
year I am a little disappointed. I 
think the




This is the seventh year SJSU has 
held the college bowl. Teams from 
Tau Delta Phi, the campus honor so-







Nazi  war criminal 
LOS ANGELES
 (API  A 
fed- 
at the conclusion of the hearing 
But 
eral magistrate, interrupted 
by 
bail
 is the 












Andrija  Artukovic 
kept  in custody 
Assistant 
U.S.  Attorney David
 
Tuesday pending a 















 with the Nazi murders 
of 
he 
might  be spirited





his  supporters. 











 for the 
blankets,










proceedings  to 000 Jews, Serbs, orthodox Christians 
him, 
and gypsies while 
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Wiesenthal  ety of ailments, 









about  to 
brawl
 on the 
Medical
 Center since
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weeks ago featured the 1983-84 SJSU 
Champion 




 questions used 
in 
that
 match were taken








 be taken from the 
college 
packet and 















 in a 
final  
score of 340 to 55. 




















































































































 he is ill, 
unable
 to un-
derstand  the 
proceedings
 against 
him and is a victim of 







 brought a burst of 
cheers from the Croatian -Americans 
who packed the court to show their 
support for Artukovic, whom they see 






November  29, 











  A 
law restricting
 adult theaters






struck down yesterday  
by a federal 
appeals 
court,  which 


































 in 1981 
in the 
town of 30,000. 
The case 
was 
returned  to 
U.S. 
District











































































Washington  Supreme Court. But 
the appeals court said 
the Renton 
ordinance  was different. 
Though 
the Renton measure 
does not ban adult 
theaters,  a sit-








cupied by businesses, said the 
opinion by Circuit Judge 
Betty  
Fletcher
 of Seattle. 




 was intended 
to dis-
perse sex theaters around 
the city, 
and the Seattle ordinance was 
meant to concentrate 










ATLANTA (AP)  
More  than 
50,000 Americans 
are  murdered or 
commit 
suicide annually, and 
the 
carnage poses a major public 
health 
problem, according to 
current  and 
former officials with 
the  national 
Centers for 
Disease  Control. 
"There are few problems in pub-
lic health as 
disturbing  as violence," 
William Foege, a doctor and a former 
director of CDC, said Monday at a 
conference at the Center for Public 
Policy, established by former Presi-
dent Jimmy
 Carter. 
Mark Rosenberg, a doctor and 
a 
chief of the
 CDC's Violence Epide-
miology Branch, recited a litany of 
statistics to those gathered for the 
center's Health Policy Project: 
 Homicide, suicide and aggra-
vated assault accounted for more 
than 50,000 
American  deaths in 1980, 
depriving 
their  victims of 1.3 million 
years of life they would have 
had if 
they had lived
 to 65. 
 The average 
American's 
chance of having his 







 For a black man who dies be-
tween 20 and
 24, the chance that his 
life ended 



























with a BS or MS 
in Electrical Engineering 
or Com-




Placement Office for details,  
or if unable to see us 
today, forward your resume to 
Professional Employment, Dept. DM, GTE SPRINT,  
1818 
Gilbreth,
 Suite 142, 
Burlingame,








 opportunily  































































































































































































or lung disease 
can be reduced. 
More
 than 60 










preciate the impact of firearmi. . . . 
The need for something to be thine is 
clear," he said. 
But 
Rosenberg said it would be 
"destructive" 
to
 look at the issue of 
violence and health 
policy simply as 
a referendum on 
gun control, and 
predicted that 













end of the three-day 
conference  
at 
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players (from left) Christa
 Cook, Gina 
Watson and Barbara
 Higgins, hope they
 

























statements  that 









 more year, may 
jump to a 
National
 Football




likely with the Buffalo 
Bills. 
That is the 







close  friend 
and mentor
 of White, 
who 
said Tuesday




 "to find 
out what's 
-going on and
 to tell 
him some
 
























































































































the ramifications would be." 
Asked whether he would warn 
White off of a "bad 
NFL job," 
Walsh said,
 "Oh aura. I 
wouldn:t
 
say it's a bad job. I'd just talk about 
the 
atmosphere, the consider-
ations, the- expectations of those 
forces working against
 him." 
















































White  was 


























 will be 
made 
































But, he added, "I've 
told Kay 
(and) I've told the press that we're 
going to talk things over at the 
end  
of the season 
calmly
 and we'll 
make a decision about next year." 
White has
 been rumored for 
several head coaching jobs in the 
pros and has considered at least 
two 
the 49ers
 job when 
Walsh  
was 
considering giving it up two 
years ago and the USFL
 Arizona 
Wranglers 








 told the 
II-
lini 
football  banquet 
last week that 
he'll 
be
 back next 
season.






Chris,  a kicker,




 will be 
coming 
off NCAA 









 for a 


























































"Bill has a pretty good pulse on 
Mike," Bennett said, "They talk a 
lot and are 
























with  the 
consequences
 of 










from  his 
given 5



























































































That's  the 
way
 I do it." 
Flutie 
has heard this 
business
 about his size 
before.  In  
fact, it was 
what  delivered him 
to Boston College
 in the 
first
 place. "I came 
to BC because it 
was my only 
Division  
!offer,"
 he said. 
And the offer was
 to be a catcher, 
not  a pitcher. After 
all, 
who  ever heard of a 
5-9 quarterback 
in









 said. "It's difficult to get people over 
that bias. I firmly
 believed and was convinced I was going 
to be a wide receiver. I 
asked  for a chance to try quar-
terback and I said if I couldn't do 
it,  I'd switch back." 
He stayed, though, and now has passed
 for more 
yards than any quarterback in collegiate football history, 
a distinction
 that helped him make the Kodak All Amer-
ica team Tuesday. "I have my own assets, my own talent 
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 team is 
hoping its season
 won't come to 
an 
abrupt
 end when it 
hosts  Purdue Uni-
versity 
in the opening








tournament  is 
a single elimi-
nation   so any 































































games to none and 
14-12 in the third 
 to beat SJSU,
 11 -15,9-IS, 
16-14,  15-6 
and 15-12. The 
team is still stinging 
from the defeat. 
"We let
 them get into their 
game," Schulter said, 
"That hin-
dered us. We just
 have to come at 
them early. I 
think they can be 
good 
if we let 
them get the momentum,
 but 
I think
 we were taking it a 
little 
lightly." 





 said. "We didn't 
have it right at the 
end and we didn't 
want 
it like they did. That's why 
we 
lost." 
Spartan coaches Dick Montgom-
ery and 
Dave DeGroot have been 
treating the 
NCAAs as if it's "icing on 
the cake."
 They feel winning the con-
ference 
championship  was the major 
obstacle
 they had to clear this 
sea-
son. NOW, 




DeBusk isn't worried about the 
match too much because she feels the 
regular season  the 
main
 course of 
the meal  is over, and now 
it's
 time 




Spartans'  leading 
spiker. 
Linda Fournet,
 doesn't feel any pres-
sure. "We 
deserve to be 
here.  It's 
icing  on the 
cake."  
Schulter doesn't
 quite share her 
teammates'
 easy feeling.








Bus, dish and cashier 




but will train. Benefits 
include discount 




























































4 10 San 
Salvador  at Market 


















1st & Mid 
Trimester  
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Sleep/or  Awake) 























she felt the pressure of playing in the 




"I'm not pressured. It's just that 
every game is going to get harder 
and harder." 
To prepare for the tough road 
ahead, Fournet said the team is try-
ing to work more as a 
single  unit. In 
the past, she said, the team has been 
able to get by playing as individuals 
"It's a team effort," she said. 
"and we've got to work on team work 
in order to put it all 
together.  We 
have  to put all the individual stuff to-
gether.
 





"but now it's got to come down to the 
team."
 
DeBusk said the team has 
been 
scrimmaging 
more  during practices 
to give the players 
more
 of a feel for 
one another. 
"During the practices we've 
been doing a lot of scrimmaging and 
just playing as hard as we can," De -
Busk said. "We've already learned 
everything we can learn. We're not 
going to learn something today." 
Last week, the  Spartans learned 
something valuable about the Boiler-
makers  they're big.
 Of the 11 play-
ers on the team, 
seven  are six feet or 
taller, while the others hover close 
to 
the six-foot 
mark.  The Spartans, 
comparatively, aren't nearly as big. 
Only Schulter and Maria Healy are 
over six feet. 
"We've









Purdue's  size, Mont-
gomery has been
 working on improv-
ing the team's





be kept off 
balance if the 
Spartans  
move the ball 




 the regular season pre-
dominantly involved Fournet and 
Christa 
Cook  at the outside positions. 
At least one Spartan feels the loss 
to Purdue may have lulled the Boiler-
makers into believing they'll have it 
easy tonight 
'I think 
they're  going 
to take us 
lightly,
 


























Schuller  said, "because
 they've been 
on the
 road and 
they're  going to 
be 
tired.  I think 
they're at a 
disadvan-
tage, because
 we get to rest. 
They al-
ready beat 
us once so they 
think  that 
we're the 






















think  there's a lot less to think
 
about," 
DeBusk said. "If 
you're  
away you always 
have  to think about 
stupid  things like driving 
there  and 
getting back. Here, everything is fa-
miliar. It's easier to get up for it 
be-





































 contact Joanne 
Rosa, 
AS
 Director of Personnel,
 
or apply 



















Killian's Irish Red, 
you may never 
go Dutch again. 
Now don't get 
wrong. The Dutch 
make 
some pretty fine 
beers. But they don't 
slow-roast their malt 
like 
we do. 
So no Dutch beer 
has the color, 
the 
character, the rich, 
incredibly smooth taste 
of Killian's Red Ale. 
So the next time 
you're 
about to order 
your favorite Dutch 
beer,
 try a Killian's
 
Red,  instead. 
You may never go 
Dutch  again. 
. 144. itd.olnit I 4
 rinlpen. 
...Mtn  I ..1..114,114111  obl rne boat. ¦r 
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 who made 










 a season. 
One 
crucial play 








 entire game. 
With  nine sec 
onds
 remaining and the 
score knotted 
at 74-74,
 Spartan guard 
Ward  Farris 
 
snuck  into the lane and 
sunk a diffi-
cult, left-handed 
finger roll from five 
feet for the
 apparent winning basket. 
 But Farris was




 ruled he made con-
tact before





 with the call. 
"I had a 
great  view of the play 
and so did the 
referee,"
 Berry said. 
"I can't say in print




Farris  didn't dispute 
the  call, but 
felt he 
shot  the ball before 
making 
contact 
with  the defensive 
player,  in 






was behind the 
de-
fensive






 "I know I 
got the 














 Corbitt's free 
throw 
shooting (4 of 4),  












 hit the 












 and the 
score  tied at 
66-66 




another  with 23 
seconds  left 
and the score 
tied in the second 
over-
time.
 In all, Evans 




 blew it, it's 
as






view  of 






 in print 
what  he 
(the
 referee) did.' 
 
Bill Berry, 




 the only Spar-
tan who couldn't hit from the line,
 as 
SJSU shot 54.2 percent (13 of 24). The 
Pilots, on the other hand, made 72.7 
percent (24 of 33) 
of their free throws. 
"We kind of 
self-destructed
 on 
the free-throw line," Berry said. 
There were heroes for both 
teams  some of them were pretty 
unlikely. 
SJSU forward Reggie Owens, a 6-
6, 221 -pound freshman,
 came off the 
bench in the second half, scoring 11 
points and grabbing six rebounds 
with a heavily taped broken finger on 
his right hand. 
"I thought I'd be a spot player," 
Owens said. "As the game got 
on, I 
forgot about it ( the finger)." 
Berry hadn't 
planned
 on playing 
Owens 34 minutes, but ended up 









four  rebounds in the first 
half, was unable 
to
 contain the Port-
land shooters. 
"Reggie
 has run against 
the 
dummy  offense for four weeks, but I 
had to throw him in tonight," Berry 
said. "We had to 
make a defensive 
change  because 
he (Fleming) was 
letting them
 shoot from 15 feet." 
One of 
the Portland players sink-
ing shots 
from  15 feet 
and




 scored 11 
points after 
going 0 for 
13 from the
 
field  a week 
earlier in 






 led the 
Pilots 
with  16 points,
 and guard 
Chris  
Fulton followed






















were  led by 
guards  
Michael 










 was 8 for 11 from
 the field, 
while 
hitting
 two 20 -foot 
bombs  in the 
first overtime
 as the Spartans 
battle  
back from a 66-62 
deficit  with 42 sec-
onds remaining to tie 
it and send it 












 the Spartans 
shot  45.3 
percent from
 the field compared
 to 
Portland's 
49.2.  SJSU out
-rebounded
 
the Pilots 45-38. 
"Our intensity
 and effort 
level  
was good," Berry 
said.  "I thought the 
crowd was good. 
"I wanted 
to
 win from a crowd 
and  effort 
standpoint."
 
Maybe,  but imagine 
how Berry 
might feel if more than a few hundred
 
people come to a game. 
Yoriko Noguchi - 
Daily  staff photographer 
SJSU's
 Bryan 



































Pavilion  was 
the free 
Ohm",  shocEHas percentagais. . 
The Spartans
 shot just 59.percdfftt 
from 
the  line, compared to the Cardi-
nal's 
72 percent. 
"Stanford has a good 
reputation 
as free throw shooters," 
Spartan 
guard Dana 
Foster said, "and we 
Basketball
  
shouldn't  have put 
them
 on the line as 
much 
as
 we did." 
Both teams 
committed  26 fouls, 
as
 the Cardinal had











32, while SJSU 




"At the Division 
I level every 
team
 is going to play 
very physical," 
Spartan
 head coach Sharon 
Chatman  
said. "But
 tonight we 
allowed  them 
(Stanford)
 just too many 
opportuni-
ties from 
the line."  
But 
it wasn't just missed free 
throws 




 of two Stan-
ford freshmen
 forwards  
Kami  An-




also played a 
role in spoiling 
SJSU's 
bid for a 
win.  The 6-1 
Anderson
 led all 
scorers 
with 20 points,
 while the 6-1 
Goedewaagen
 connected
 for 18. 
Anderson shot 
60 percent (9 for
 
15) from the 
field,  while 
Goedewaa-
gen hit 4 of 5 from 
the floor and 10 of 
13 
from
 the line. 
"We  expected 
Anderson  to have 
a 
pretty  good game, 
but





SJSU's Rhoda Chew 
said.  
Chew, the Spartans' 6-1 center, 
led 
her  team with 14 points and 13 re-
bounds. 
Stanford was effective on of-
fense, passing the ball quickly 
around the key and screening SJSU 
defenders in 
hopes  of finding an open 
player for an easy bucket. 
According to 
Chew, the Spartans 
were unfamiliar with the 
screening
 
tactics the Cardinal used. She said 
it 
hampered the 
Spartans'  efforts 
throughout
 the night. 
"The fact is, we're a young team 
and most of the players haven't been 
exposed to such an effective screen 
we
 faced tonight," Chew explained. 
Despite this, the
 Spartans led 35-
33 at  the intermission and controlled 
the game through 
a portion of the sec-
ond half. A part of this success could 
be attributed to SJSU guard Dana 
Foster, who played the entire 40 min-
utes, scoring nine points and forcing 
three turnovers. 
At least one 
person took notice. 
"Dana 
played an excellent 
floor  
game as well as 
playing  the full 40 
minutes," 
Chatman





 guard, Erica 
Mueser,  as well as 
calling plays 
for  our offense." 
Foster and 






















Gene Lath - 










Mercer  in 
the  
Cardinal's  
75-72  victory 
quickly 
jumped  out to a lead,
 never 
trailing the rest
 of the game. 
Perhaps
 one reason why the Car-
dinal 




The Spartans had their game in 
high -gear, while keeping the slow-
paced 
Cardinal  in check. 
"The fast pace 
is our game plan 
and if we 













And the Cardinal indeed caught 
the Spartans. It seems the pace 
got a 
little too quick for
 the Spartans, as 
the team made numerous 
turnovers.  
"Stanford is very
 methodical and 
gets into a 
rhythm
 when they play," 
Chatman said "We tried 
to keep 
them off -guard and off -pace.
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 as its 

















 he took 


























 until the 
next meeting.
 
   
Fiscal Services extended the deadline to 
Dec. 21 for 
. delinquent fee payers to pay the 
fall semester $1.50 fee In-










 to pay 
















cluded  its 
petition 
drive 



















 Fullerton and 
the 
CSU 
Board  of 
Trustees
 that 
more  than 
20 percent






















































 an advantage over the Spartans be-
cause of their strong lightweights and because the
 Spar-





- The Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority 
will be holding its 
membership meet-
Ittig at 7 
tonight
 in the Business Class-
rooms, 001. For further information 
!contact Pamm Moseley at 275-6649 or 
Zina Thomas at 281-3744. 
   
The School of Education, the Tea-
cher's Education Division, will be 
holding a 
group  advisetnent session 
to answer 









call Dr. Dana 
Elmore
 at 277-2681. 
   
: Zeta Phi 
Beta is sponsoring the 
4JSU Blood Drive between 10 a.m. 




   
' The Community for International 
Students is sponsoring a conversatio-
nal English tutoring service for all in-
ternational students from Ito 3 p.m. 
today and tomorrow in the Adminis-
tration 
Building,
 Room 222 (Group 
:room I). 
For  further information con -
;tact Muriel at 279-4575. 



























SLAC, will be the featured speaker.  
Arnold's topic will be, "High Energy 
Electron Scattering from
 Nuclei at 
SLAC." For further 
information
 call 
Brian Holmes at 277-2361. 










Anonymous  at 
4:30  p.m. today




Dixon's  topic 
will be, 
"Alcoholism  and the
 Lesbian 
and 











































   






week  to raise
 money 
for 





place  in the
 front 
yard




 11th St. 
For  
more 







































and $1.00 for Greeks with toys. 
   
Gamelan Si Betty 
will  be holding 
a concert of melodic
 percussion 
music from Java and 
the United 
States  tomorrow at 










Leslie Egashira and 
Mimi Prather.
 For more information 
call 
Trish  Neilsen at 277-3960 
or 277-
2905. 
   
The SJSU MECHA presents, 
Mariachi Azteca,
 at noon today at the 
Student Union in the 
upper pad. For 
further information call Jesse Mar-
quez at 293-9645. 
   
The Greek 
Week  Committee is 
holding a brainstorming
 and dessert 
meeting at 7 
tonight at Delta 
Gamma. For further
 details call 
Meghan at Delta 
Gamma,  279-9698 or 
Demetri at Alpha Tau 
Omega, 448-
1340. 
   
Career
 Planning and Placement
 
sponsors a 
presentation  on the inter-
view, 
suggestions






presentation  is at 4:30 













peronel  & Pro 
eessonal grovrth 









public  *warns.s 
fundraising.  etc 
Br 
& mono lingual all
 minor. 
graduate & undergrad 
Eperience 





NEED  YOU, Near 
campus.
 IC E F PO Box 951 
S J . 95108 Call 280 5066  
HELP IS ON the 
way,  1.,,,e be your 
church family in S. Jose Sunday 
 Worship SfV1<11 9 
46  m Young 
Adult Group Alternate Sunde,. 
88




 Dry Creeli Rd lust 
east of 
Menchen Rey E G0FrY 
Hoard Minister 
Church  Office 
264 6536 
LIVE IN 




hou ***** ping. 
part
 time & full 
time Aide Medical









 employer fee 
pied 
agency
 no Inn ernpoyees 
NUNNERS 




 balance & 
Chitty to relax Crepe
  more 
poo
 
five sense of 
well being Deep 
os 
sue & Jrn Shm 








your  teeth. 
eyes
 end 
money too For 
info
 and brochure 
see AS office 










 or 287 
2770  
WANT
 TO LOSE 









 Mali.. 267 
8398 











Prayer  group 













 Rev Na, 
all. 
























 923 5138  
II IT 




for  144 
through





























































































CATIONS must he 
at 
least  18 
veers
 old Must be waling 
to 
work  




 For mfem. 
non & interview call 00131
 275 
9986 11 em 














weer  . 





 person 1446 
Fortwonhy 












887 8000. eat 
89929
 
HANDYMAN WNTI) to repair minor 
sheet rock damage on wan Cell 
Joe at 
217-31B1
 days or 286 
1274 
owes.  
HELP WANTED kitchen helper, bus 













sons intrstd MI working early AM 
or PM No amp needed Paid ono 







 & Cntry. S J 
248 7511 
JOIN OUR STAFF. Flexible hrs Aide 




port your commune, now, Call 
998 4457 sok for Berke We Care 
P
ersonal  
Services  Inc 
MANAGER 
TRAINEES,  84 Lumber Co 
the sssss st growing national hen 
be, and horn. center 
chain has cc 
me 
opportunities  today Advsnce 
mere is rapid and 
all promotions 
are from within 
Fest
 year earnings 
o verage 1318 000 Benefits in 
chide hosptralration prole shei 
ing and much more 
If you antoo a 
combination of sales and physical 
work 
have completed high school 
Isome college 
p eeeee red) then you 
may  quality
 No knowledge 
of 
budding materials necesury we 
nein Act now. Apply at 84 
Lurn  
be, Co 2301 Junction Ave San 
Jose. Ca 
MC DONALD'S NOW HIRING" Pre 
mourn pen. 
Nimble  hrs 2 5 days 
10 35 hrs twit 
Interviews  Mon 
Frr 34 pm Convect 
Scott or 
Kathy at 356 3095. 15475 Los 
Gatos Blvd
 
NEED EXTRA CASH 
for  the holidays, 
Earn 
good money and gain yalo 
e ble experience working 
for inepor 
e lectronics
 firms in Santa Clara 
Valley 
Immediate  lobs evaliable in 
ell 
face. of bus admin menufac 
hiring 
engineering
 and office sup 
port personnel No fee Arrow.. 
Temporary
 Services 100 N Win 








Full or pen 
time for winter break Apply now 
for paid training 
solemn. & part 
time work Perm  p.t await for
 
spring & summer
 Please call Jan 
et/Jen 296 7393  
PIZZA DELIVERY 
DRIVERS  wanted" 
Flexible 
hour,.














  ardor P,T 









 & full 
time work ay. No exp 
nec 




 for ad 
vencement  
Call  Mon 
Fri
 10 
 m 4 
p rn esti for 















277 2128  
STOCK
 PERSONS. 





e veil for sonny & summer Call 
Greg at 263,2314 
STUDENTS, STAFF. FACULTY Need  
place, Have specs, SJSU Off 
campus Housing Program Free 
sitcom.. Cell 277 
3996  
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY has 
pert time Fob openings
 
in
 all dept. 
Apply in person any day after 9 
 m SIN San Pedro. S J 
TOGO',
 900 N 1st 
St now 
hiring  
PIT day help. 83 75.hr 
Ilex his 
ROPY in Pe..  
WANTED TELEMARKETING REP 
Make appointments  for our sales 
reps Daytime work 
Commission 
basis Must like phone work & 
hay 
ing fun Cell Gloria et 737 7051, 








 county & 
good
 dne.ng 
record required Pacific Business 
Products 2573 Scott Blvd Sante 
Clera 988 8233 
HOUSING   
RM NEEDED Mon
 Fn I live in Monte 
ray work in S. Jose. until 
ME
 Cell Jerry 746 8399 week 
days. 372 8823 Minds 
SJSU Fern only Apt to share 
s 275 mo 1150 dep 
01,1 
nego 
liable for some child care Call 
287 
7091
 eves I weekends 
STUDENTS. STAFF, FACULTY Need  
place, Have space, SJSU OH 
Campus Housing Program.
 277 
39913 Free services 
WALK TO SJSU Room 42503100
 
drip
 Full kitchen. 2 bths , very 
quiet 
Furn
 or unforn 




get a free Ticket to the Seri Jose 
Symphony at Flint Music 10A 
Jan 2 19 with Prof Mennen 101 
fills G E 
CHOICES DATING 
SERVICE Choose 
from photos & profiles Women 
under 30 join fr. Over 30 et 'h 
price
 408/971 7408  
COLOR 
ANALYSIS,'  Find out the right 
color clothes end make up that 
compliment you most Saves you 
time and money 
when you shop 
Student discounts avertable Call 
Cissy between 7 9 pm 14081 
945 
8777 
HELLO GREETINGS LOOKING for le 
male  dome partner to cut loose 
footloose  Don't be shy reply In 
quire. to Dove at 929 Inverness 
Way. Sunny... C 94087
 or 
14081246 1398 
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to 
live with  cerebral palsy as  com 
panan 
Call  Brian after 5 pm 298 
2308 
MALE STUDENT





e tc Write 
Bosholder PG Box 
842. Serologic C 95071  
NATIONAL GAY CONTACT Club Men 
Women 18 SASE to 
NOCC.  P0 
Box 28781 San Jose. Co 
95159 Lo   
SIGMA NO, good luck 
nonour wing  
thon Have fun, The lodes 
of 
Gamma Phi Beta 
YOUNG  WOMEN vol. 





 Personal Se 
'siphon A 
Jewish Owing Service 
Be 
good
 to youreelf Attractive
 
men 
went  to meet you 
Women
 in 
Meg 20's may lakadventage of 
 




 293 DATE 
SERVICES 
BARE IT ALI , Stop shaving 
wcnno 
tweezing or 
tramp chemical dope 
tones
 
tel me permanently remove 
your unwonted heir toile/. Wien. 
tummy moustache  etc I 15% 
discount to students 
and fecully 
Coll helots Dec  25 1984 and get 
your 





Cam Gwen Chelgren R E 559 
3500. 1645 5 Bascom Ace C 
Hair Today 
Gone Tomorrow 
FACULTY & STUDENTS Relc and re 
viralize, Certified massage erect, 
homer offers nonsecral healing 
bodywork Specializing in curves 
sure therapy Esalen technique. 
By appointment only Call
 Janice 
408 287 2993 
FREE FACIAL & 
MAKEOVER  lesson. 
Learn to take better care of your 
skin & apply
 makeup correctly Ab 
solutely no 
obligation"
 Coll today 
for your appointment 243-8709 
Of 243 2091 
NEVER DONE IT 
Dwelled  recipes and 
preparation instruction for 
festive
 






Meridian Ave 207 
Son Jose. Ca 95118 
OFFICE FOR RENT. PT10010 bath old 
Victorian. 1
 
he to campus 
$230.o
 mci 
WI 297 2960 
PARENT/CHILD PROBLEMS, 
Feeling 
pressured herd to get motrvated 




problems Call 254 3113010, more 
info 
PREGNANCY HOTLINE111 Information 
end 
Referrals
 Please cell 14081 
297 CARE or 14151383 CARE 
P0 BOX RENTALS!! Available 
now No waiting The Me. Post 




TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF complete 
health care clinic withm walkmg 
dietance of SJSU  
Full
 range of 
ob.gyn. old birth control & abet 
lion !awake asleep or twilight 
sleepl Family
 medicine & therapy 
offering mite & group counseling  
and ci   
Professional
 & caring 
shift Cell Women's Community 
Clinic Inc et 287 4090 
for  Info 
or spot Bring in this ad for  FREE 
2 
MINUTE  PREGNANCY test 
VIDEOTAPING. SJSU CLUBS and 
orgnirations have 






Cleo  Video 
Production*  at 
14151964 
7572 



























price. by G West Creations
 
Coe 














day.  Dec 7. 










Terry Ruse.. 14081 476















North  San Joss, cell 
251 81113
 after 3 pm 
Mon  Fri 
AN
 day Saturday 
ABOUT ACCURACY 
bring  your typing 
to the poll Speclalize 
in 
Terrablein. 
APA MLA & reurnes 
Transcrip 
lion servir  IBM 010f If1C 11  10% 
discount 

















rILRESIDEXT,  (k 
MIL 
TRUDE&  15 CALUNG. 


























8E JAMES WATT 







moro-cRoss  WIN 
frr,
 










 5EP. elf-RY Ott 
fORCil,
 OW' Of VIE ROCK 
AN 
tFJTV MOWER A 
020, 
V5P1C101/5








71(..)H  H&J& r 
/0,
 






















































the eicerM, Jane 251 5942
 
ABSOLUTELY 
ACCURATE  TYPING 
lb.,, tope Trust 
Tony
 296 
2087 Double apacnd 11 50 
page Resumes
 $1100 Available 7 
dere weekly All work guaranteed
 
IBM 
Correcting  Seismic 
A GOLD MEDAL finish
 for your glad 
mite thesis 
Escellence in word 




 Reach use, 
14081 
241  0503 Call on 
Me,,,. 
Enterprise 
4PAPARA41, A complete word pro 
cesing secretarial 







 6. Okott Santa Clore 10 










spaced  page 
Guaranteed  quick re 
turn on all 















 for later 











photocopy  & 
graphics service 








DEPENDABLE  TYPING free
 pick up & 
deNvery 
on campus 81 500. 
page 10 yrs cp 
Olivetti  elec.° 
nrc 
Semplee cart for review Call 
afternoons 
or0l




 PROCESSING. IBM 
equip help vv,greminer sentence 
structure.
 cc on 
request  (Ap 












Coll Marcie 8 
AM 8 PM leilo 
later 


















































FOR  ell 













Resume.  from 



























Pr...Ing   P 

















 located off Hamilton
 & 
Winchester
 8138 2458 
WORD 
PROCESSING,  We 
specialize  in 
thesis style 
papers  (APA 
MLA  
Tenable/  etc 1 Rea,









sumes  correspondence 
Pick
 up & 
delivery  cell
 











Detre  Days 
I,
 1 e, 
S3 10 
$310 44 15  
41.nes 

























won students Soar 274 2260 9 
typing and
 copy SIINV1C011 al 
very
 
am 9 pm 
reasonable




located right *cross the street 
horn SJSU tor
 your convenienc' 









 appointment, We have very 
low & good service, 
1 TYPE
 & EDIT Professional 
,101 
enteed copy and turnaround 
II 25 d page Pickup & delivery 
avertable CHRYST AL 
923 8461 
8 AM 8 PM 15 yews  pie  
KEY IN WORD PROCESSING, Theses 
di...nations moor. if OM 
It 75 
double 
space  IMP 
Prig 






mg lee. Joye at 264 1029 1.  
MASTERPIECE TYPING for Met PER 
FECT PAPER, Prolesnonel
 work 
guaranteed Theses papers re 
sum. on IBM 'electric 
Proofread 
ono gramme and spelling im 
movements upon request Neer 









 prompt accurate de 
pendable IBM el. 
75 
I I 75,pg incl editing Seratoge 
woo 741 5880 
RENEE'S RESUME DESIGN Dynamic 
personalised
 graphics colorful for 
mat and well organised copy that 
will open doors for YOU. Send  
sparkling resume that will brighten 
thee day Dere 
rob.
 remembered" 
Thmk of tomorrow call 14081 
287 6050 today located neer 
tempos 
9368 
SUNNYVALE VALLCO MOIC/0 a word 
processing.typing Prompt 
neat 
accurate A. formats including 
API Work guarenteed 
91
 
50/peg. (double spaced pica 











theses term papers f1111. 
much 
more  Speciel
 student rate. 
448 7719 
TYPING THESIS term paper. cc 
p  and lac Very
 reasonable 






turnaround crows dependable 
reasonable rotes Resumes term 
papers thee. Call 297 8707  
TYPING
 PAPERS LETTERS resumes 

















20 yrs wiper Berbera 972 9430  
WORD MAGIC 
Word  Processing SPY 
tc" Thesis di...nations repine 
Large document speciehst Rea 
somas'. rates Prompt end ecru 
rate turnaround Please
 ce. 579 
1772 
227  1680 
WORD PROCESSING student papers 
reports
 statistical typing 
and  hue 
nose
 CO Ilse in Willow Glen et 
287 
5247  
WORDPROCESSING STUDENT PA 
PERS resumes Fast end scrotal. 













formater Noes INI load 
9 Ono, 940 
00
  10 14 
Lamm
 155 00 
15 
Muslin" 170 00 




















































Son Jon Sudo 
Unonarany 
Son
 Jon Csalornoa 95192 
I 1 1 1 1 
1 1 





Ovillocia keels 01111171. 
Das, 
 Deadkne
 Iw,, day, poor to pullet anon 
 Consecutive intbItc anon dates only 
 No 

























































































FIRST 1,000  
CUSTOMERS!
 
In an extra effort
































how  we can better 
serve  you. 
We welcome 
you to do 
your  holiday 
shopping 
with all of 
us
 at SPARTAN
 BOOKSTORE.
 
SPARTAN
 
B 
KST 
RE
 
